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*Story #8 - pgs. 34-37   
*Success Maker - Reading                
*READ for 30+ minutes

*Story #9 - pgs. 38-41       
*Success Maker - Reading      
*READ for 30+ minutes

*Story #10 - pgs. 42-45     
*Success Maker - Reading     
*READ for 30+ minutes

*Story #11 - pgs. 46-49       
*Skills Review Pgs. 50-53 
*Success Maker - Reading     
*Read for 30+ minutes

*Skills Review pgs. 50-53   
*Success Maker - Reading    
*READ for 30+ minutes
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*Number of the day sheet 
*Telling Time/Review sheet  
pgs. 21 & 93PA          
*Success Maker                               
*Xtra Math

*Number of the day sheet 
*Telling Time/Review sheet    
pgs. 25 & 94PA          
*Success Maker               
*Xtra Math

*Number of the day sheet 
*Telling Time/Review sheet    
pgs. 47 & 58              
*Success Maker                       
*Xtra Math

*Number of the day sheet 
*Telling Time/Review sheet   
pgs.   60 & 78                 
*Success Maker                               
*Xtra Math

*Number of the day sheet 
*Telling Time/Review sheet  
pg. 59 & the back of it  
*Success Maker                    
*Xtra Math
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Journal  - pick whichever one that you want to do for the day (they are on the back of the number of the day).                                                                Finish topic 
sentence. Write at least three sentencs giving details about topic. Then a summary sentences.  Remember to capitalize the first letter of the first word in each 
sentence. Put a punctuation mark at the end of each sentence.

Scholastic News / Science Spin - You can do them in the order they are stapled together or you can pick which one you would like to do each day. 
If you have internet, the kids can go online to the Scholastic News or Science Spin site to listen to them.  There are also videos and activies that go 
with each one. You can find links to them on my webpage.  The classroom password is     flagfly6


